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Abstract—Low Power Wide Area Networks (LPWAN) tech-
nologies have recently triggered many research efforts and
standardization activities due to the inherent possibility of both
providing long range wireless communications and guaranteeing
a long life for very cheap sensing devices. At the same time, the
increasing interest of telco operators into such kind of networks
is due to the wide range of applications that can be supported
by LPWAN, including low power radiolocation. Among the
available LPWAN access schemes, LoRaWAN protocols enable
a hierarchical network structure over sub-gigahertz unlicensed
spectra, with coordinated gateways listening for data delivered
by battery-operated end-devices. A proper positioning scheme for
gateways enables radiolocation duties through multilateration.
However, the LoRaWAN Aloha-based capacity puts an implicit
restriction on the radiolocation performances, while explicit
duty cycle policies further limit the resource availability on
unlicensed frequencies. To characterize the throughput of low
power radiolocation applications, this contribution introduces a
scalable and detailed probability model, while validating the same
through a large simulation campaign. The results clearly show
that the availability of multiple channel enhances the capacity
of LoRaWAN networks while insuring predictable time delay
between consecutive successful radiolocation events.

I. INTRODUCTION

The progress in miniaturization techniques for electronic

circuits is still advancing with the effect of an upcoming tidal

increase both in the number of networked objects and in the

amount of generated information traffic [1]. Wireless sensor

networks have been the first embodiment of such technological

development, with short range and lossy wireless links policed

over the physical layer defined by the IEEE802.15.4 stan-

dard [2]. Reliability and time-criticity were used to constrain

the design of communication architectures, with a wide fallout

in research, development and standardization of synchronized

low power mesh networks [3].

However, some low power applications would require very

sporadic communications without constrains on bounded com-

munication delays. This relaxation permits the use of low

power long range communications, thus removing the need

for relaying capabilities. As further consequence, processing

units can be safely resized, thus allowing very cheap circuitry

to be used for such applications. All in all, this led to the

definition of Low Power Wide Area Networks (LPWAN) [4],

with standardization efforts recently started for handling inter-

operable solutions [5].

Based on cellular-type architectures, LPWANs aim to pro-

vide long range connectivity on the top of unlicensed spectra,

thus easing their deployment at a global scope [6]. Among

the existing LPWAN technologies, LoRaWAN [7] can target

specific application needs (simple reporting, reporting with

simple feedback or complete bidirectional connectivity), thus

resulting as the most flexible in terms of offered communica-

tion modes. LoRaWAN also achieves very long communica-

tion ranges by using Chirp Spread Spectrum techniques [8],

[9]. Nonetheless, to achieve a fair use of the unlicensed

spectrum among concurrent operators and/or LPWAN tech-

nologies, the radio access is policed through duty cycle

limitation to be hard-coded on end-devices [10]. Furthermore,

the LoRaWAN bandwidth is inherently limitated by the Aloha

access scheme [11].

As matter of fact, LoRaWAN is a novel technology, that has

triggered research studies about network performance. In [12],

authors have made a first attempt to assess the performances

of LoRaWAN focusing on network scalability aspects. Au-

thors in [13], propose to study the uplink throughput of a

single end-device. Moreover, they have studied the scalability

aspect through a set of applications in order to derive the

maximum possible number of end devices in the network.

In [14], authors propose to study the capacity of a LoRaWAN

network through the point of view of communication require-

ments. Remarkably, the throughput of LoRaWAN has not

been studied to target scalable multi-channel multi-gateway

deployments allowing low power radiolocation applications.

In such environment, the classical Aloha probability models

do not fit the network performance evaluation.

This paper presents a model description for the throughput

in multi-channel multi-gateway Aloha networks allowing radi-

olocation. Such a model is also validated by results collected

through extensive simulation campaigns. To this end, the

event-based simulator LoRaWAN-sim has been developed in

Python language jointly with the implementation of realistic

traffic generation patterns complying with duty cycle policies

dictated by the European Telecommunications Standards In-

stitute (ETSI).

In what follows, Sec. II gives an overview on LoRaWAN,

while Sec. III details the proposed throughput model for

radiolocation purposes. Then, Sec. IV presents simulation

results validating such a model. Finally, Sec. V concludes the

paper and envisages future works.

II. LORAWAN NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

LoRaWAN defines the medium access scheme running on

the top of LoRa hardware technology [8].



Architecturally, in a LoRaWAN network a central server

coordinates several gateways. Each gateway relays traffic

between low power end-devices and the server itself. Wireless

communications between gateways and end-devices happen

over unlicensed frequencies. Even though the LoRaWAN

specification refers to such a network topology as a “star-of-

stars” [7], a packet sent on the radio by any end-device can

be received by more than one gateway: many copies of the

same packet will be then delivered to the server, that in turn

will discard replicas. To better represent such a topology, it is

worth exploiting graph theoretical arguments. The union of all

end-devices and all gateways is the set of nodes of the graph.

If an end-device falls into the coverage range of a gateway, a

link between the end-device and the gateway represents their

possibility to communicate to each other. Thus, the set of

edges of the graph is composed by all these links. In fact,

it is very easy to figure out that the graph representing the

wireless portion of the network is a bipartite one, with any

edge connecting an end-device on a side and a gateway on

the other one.

LoRaWAN simultaneously handles communications over

many physical frequency channels. For each channel, several

data rates are also available: the lower the data rate, the longer

is the time-on-air of any sent packet, the higher is the insured

decoding capability, the larger is the resulting transmission

range [9]. However, data rates that are lower than the highest

are not used in this contribution, because they do not target

large LoRaWAN deployments. A justification for this choice

is provided by the following example. The circular crown

centered at the gateway and associated with the transmission

range permitted by a low data rate is more extended than

the circle centered at the gateway and associated with the

transmission range permitted by the highest data rate [13].

If the density of end-devices per area is constant and all end-

devices inject the same amount of traffic on the network, it

follows that: (i) the number of end-devices transmitting at

a low data rate is higher than the number of end-devices

transmitting at the highest data rate; (ii) a packet is transmitted

at low data rate in a longer time-on-air than the one resulting

when using the highest data rate. As a consequence, the

probability of collision when using a data rate lower than the

highest is always increased1.

Conceptually, LoRaWAN moves complexity on the gate-

ways and to the network server. Gateways decode packets re-

ceived simultaneously on several channels. The network server

is then responsible for discarding packet replicas received by

many gateways. A packet correctly received by one or more

gateways can be acknowledged by only one gateway selected

by the network server on channels or sub-bands dedicated

to downward traffic, thus featuring the LoRaWAN wireless

communication as full-duplex.

In details, LoRaWAN permits three modes of operations.

In Mode A, a bidirectional communication is started by any

1An interesting work confirming such a reasoning through simulations is
available on line at https://github.com/maartenweyn/lpwansimulation/

end-device whenever it has a packet available in its output

buffer, unless some hard-coded policy delays such a trans-

mission in order to perform a duty cycle limitation [10]. The

packet is transmitted on any frequency channel available for

upward traffic. If a communication feedback is expected, the

end-device will turn on its radio for two very short time

windows listening to incoming acknowledgement packets.

Data addressed to the end-device can be piggybacked to the

acknowledgments. The rationale of Mode A is a Pure Aloha

access scheme addressing monitoring applications with very

low traffic requirements, since a higher traffic would trigger

many packet collisions and a poor performance. Instead, in

Mode B, end-devices listen for beacons broadcast by gateways,

so that they can schedule in advance time windows used by

gateways to relay data to end-devices, thus allowing bidirec-

tional communication started by the back-end. Indeed, Mode

B calls for resource scheduling to avoid packet collisions and

waste of bandwidth. In addition, some time-critical applica-

tions could also be allowed, such as closed-loop networked

control systems. Finally, in Mode C, when an end-device has

got nothing to transmit, it will set its radio to listening mode.

In the remaining part of this contribution, it has been

assumed that mode A is used for radiolocation purposes.

Acknowledgements are not taken into account, since commu-

nications happening on a separate channel do not affect the

traffic related to radiolocation. Finally, the resulting throughput

probability model accounts for multiple channels, as per

regional requirements [15].

III. THROUGHPUT MODEL

As described in the previous sections, the LoRaWAN pro-

tocol is based on a Pure Aloha medium access scheme. The

performance of Aloha networks has been very well investi-

gated in the past fifty years [11]. Nonetheless, the LoRaWAN

framework holds some peculiar architectural features, whose

joint performance has never been investigated from a detailed

probabilistic point of view. Indeed, LoRaWAN enhances the

Aloha-scheme by allowing the simultaneous exploitation of

several channels at the same time. In addition, a packet

transmitted by an end-device can be received by several gate-

ways. Since one of the most desired applications expected by

LoRaWAN operators is radiolocation of end-devices through

signal multilateration, it is worth to investigate the expected

throughput in such scenarios for low power radiolocation

applications.

A very interesting work has investigated the throughput

of Slotted Aloha networks with coordinated gateways [16].

The authors propose a model of the throughput based on the

assumption that gateways are randomly spread on a given area

according to a homogeneous Poisson point process and that

end-devices can fall outside the coverage range of gateways.

The throughput formulation is not straightforward and can be

evaluated through approximations and numerical methods.

Contrariwise, in this paper it has been assumed that the

gateways are spread non-randomly according to a specific

tessellation principle: any end-device must be able to send a



packet to at least three gateways. This assumption comes from

the common sense observation that realistic cellular networks

deployments aim to get a complete coverage of an area. To

achieve generality and scalability, end-devices are still spread

on a surface according to a Poisson point process. Due to the

tessellation scheme, it is possible to find a unit area that repeats

over an indefinitely wide surface: the throughput computed

on that unit area divided by the unit area itself is in fact

equal to an average normalized throughput of the considered

system. For scalability purposes, the throughput over a given

area is obtained as the product of such an area and the average

normalized throughput.

The remaining part of this section describes the probability

model for the throughput analysis of LoRaWAN networks, by

first introducing the concept of density-based throughput.

A. Density-based throughput

It is reasonable to assume that the time between two

successive packet generations is distributed as a memory-less

random variable. For discrete-time systems, this assumption is

easy to implement on real hardware by means of a geometric

distribution. In order to allow for a more general setting of

continuous-time systems, we shall assume that the interarrival

times follow an exponential distribution, which is continuous-

time counterpart of the geometric distribution. The average

generation rate of packets is assumed to be equal to λ packets

per seconds. Defining τ as the time-on-air of a LoRaWAN

packet (expressed in seconds) sent by a given end-device to

the closest gateways, the probability p that an end-device starts

transmitting a packet on the air in a time interval shorter than

τ seconds is:

p “ 1 ´ e´τλ. (1)

In a Pure Aloha access scheme, the probability that an end-

device starts transmitting a packet in a time interval shorter

than 2τ [17] is equal to 1 ´ e´2τλ. Given that end-devices

can randomly transmit in a pool of n channels, the probability

q that a given end-device is not interfering with an ongoing

transmission on a given channel (either it does not transmit,

or it transmits on another channel) can be computed as:

q “ Prpno txq ` Prptx on another channelq

“ e´2τλ `
`
1 ´ e´2τλ

˘ n ´ 1

n

“ 1 ´ 1 ´ e´2τλ

n
“ 1 ´ 1 ´ p1 ´ pq2

n
. (2)

It has been assumed throughout this paper that end-devices

are spread on an area of infinite extension on the basis of a

homogeneous Poisson point process. Furthermore, it has been

assumed that the unit area is a square with side equal to the

maximum transmission range R, thus allowing for scalable

deployments (i.e., R is a parameter that depends only on the

transmission technique inherent to the LoRa technology). As

a consequence, any area A is expressed in multiples of such a

unit area, and the variable µ indicates the average number of

end-devices per unit area as well. It follows that the probability

that i end-devices are present on an area A is exactly:

Prpiq “ e´µA pµAqi
i!

. (3)

From these premises, the overall probability QpAq, that

none of the end-devices in a given area A is transmitting on

a given channel, is obtained by using (3) according to the law

of total probability as follows:

QpAq “
8ÿ

i“0

qi Prpiq “ e´
p2´pqpµA

n , (4)

while the overall throughput SpAq related to a given area A
is obtained as follows:

SpAq “ n

8ÿ

i“1

i
p

n
qi´1

Prpiq “ pµA ¨ QpAq. (5)

By substituting the area value with π (i.e., the corresponding

circle area around a single gateway) and by using a single

channel in the previous formula, the throughput expression

becomes2:

Spπq “ pµπ ¨ e´p2´pqpµπ . (6)

Eventually, it is worth defining the throughput S˚pAx,Ayq
related to an area Ax, that accounts for the possible interfer-

ence due to end-devices present into a larger area Ay Ą Ax:

S˚pAx,Ayq “ SpAxq ¨ QpAy ´ Axq “ pµAx ¨ QpAyq. (7)

It comes easy to find that S˚pA,Aq “ SpAq.

B. Radiolocation model

It is very common to model the arrangement of base

stations according to a two-dimensional lattice. In this paper

an hexagonal lattice is considered, as pictured in Fig. 1: three

nearby points in the lattice form an equilateral triangle, e.g.,

the dashed equilateral triangle ADE, that in turn represents

the unit area used for a regular triangular tessellation. In the

figure, LoRaWAN gateways are placed at the point locations

belonging to the lattice, and are indicated with black dots.

The transmission range of any gateway is indicated with R

and the resulting coverage area is a circle with radius R (e.g.,

the area bounded by the black circumference centered on A in

Fig. 1). By assuming that R is equal to the distance between

two nearby gateways, it comes out that an end-device placed

at any point on the plane falls into the coverage range of at

least 3 gateways, thus allowing radiolocation on the whole

domain of a LoRaWAN deployment. For the sake of clarity,

the coverage area of each gateway in the figure is bounded

by a gray dotted circumference centered on the gateway itself.

Two sub-areas important for the arguments used hereafter are

also highlighted:

1) the end devices in the dark grey shape, whose related

area is At “ p
?
3 ´ π{2q, will be able to communicate

2The product pµπ is exactly the traffic G offered to the network, so that,
by letting G staying constant in the limit p Ñ 0 and µ Ñ 8, the throughput
value settles to G ¨ e´2G, as in the classic Pure Aloha formulation [11].
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Fig. 1. Model for the displacement of LoRaWAN gateways and radio
coverage.

with 3 gateways; in the considered example, those

gateways are placed in A, B and C;

2) the end devices in the light grey shape, whose related

area is Ap “ pπ{3´
?
3{2q, will be able to communicate

with 4 gateways; in the considered example, those

gateways are placed in A, B, C and D.

As it can be inferred by graphical inspection on Fig. 1, a proper

combination of these sub-areas can periodically tessellate the

plane in an another equivalent way.

Remarkably, the unit area of the regular triangular tes-

sellation, e.g., the equilateral triangle ADE, is equal to

pAt ` 1.5Apq. Defining Γr
t and Γr

p as the throughput values

for radiolocation calculated respectively on At and Ap, the

average normalized throughput of the LoRaWAN deployment

is given by the overall success rate pΓr
t ` 1.5Γr

pq, related to

devices in that unit area, divided by the triangular area itself.

For the sake of comparison with the single-gateway case of

(6), the average throughput expression has been given for a

circular area (extended as π units of areas) picked anywhere

in the LoRaWAN deployment. Such a throughput, Γr, is then

formulated as follows:

Γ
r “ 4π?

3
pΓr

t ` 1.5Γr
pq. (8)

To derive Γr
t and Γr

p, it is worth introducing some definitions

used hereafter (by referring to Fig. 1):

‚ A3 “ p3π{2 `
?
3q is the area covered by 3 gateways

placed at the vertices of an equilateral triangle with side

equal to R (e.g., the union of the circles centered at A,

B and C);

‚ A3` “ p5π{3 `
?
3q is the area covered by 3 gateways

with two of them being (i) distant from each other by

more than R but less than 2R, and (ii) having a distance
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Fig. 2. Throughput comparison of LoRaWAN network with classic Pure
Aloha ones.

equal to R from the third (e.g., the union of the circles

centered at A, B and D);

‚ A4 “ p5π{3`3
?
3{2q is the area covered by 4 gateways

placed at the vertices of a 60˝ rhombus with side equal

to R (e.g., the union of the circles centered at A, B, C

and D).

Γr
t is computed as the throughput S˚pAt,A3q related to the

area At and subject to the interference of the end-devices in

the total area covered by the 3 gateways:

Γ
r
t “ pµAt ¨ QpA3q (9)

On the other hand, Γr
p is computed according to the

inclusion-exclusion principle as follows:

Γ
r
p “ pµAp ¨ r2QpA3q ` 2QpA3`q ´ 3QpA4qs (10)

Combining (8) with eqs. (4), (9) and (10), the resulting

throughput expression is given by:

Γ
r “ pµπ ¨

„ ˆ
2π?
3

´ 2

˙
e

´
p2´pqpµπ

n

´
3

2
`

?
3

π

¯

`

`
ˆ
4π?
3

´ 6

˙
e

´ p2´pqpµπ

n

´
5

3
`

?
3

π

¯

`

`
ˆ

´ 6π?
3

` 9

˙
e

´ p2´pqpµπ

n

´
5

3
` 3

?
3

2π

¯
(11)

To shed some light on the expected trend of the previous

expression when increasing the density µ of end-devices per

area, Fig. 2 shows some plots obtained by varying parameter

settings. First of all, as summarized in Tab. I, two payload

sizes for LoRaWAN packets have been considered, with two

corresponding time-on-air values, τmin and τmax [7], [8]. The

plots indicated with circle markers in Fig. 2 correspond to

τ “ τmin, while the other plots are related to the setting

τ “ τmax.

Given a specific setting for τ , the probability p of (1)

is easily obtained. Then, p can be substituted in (11): the

continuous line refers to the use of a single channel, while

the dashed one refers to the use of 3 channels. For the sake of

comparison with the throughput expected when a Pure Aloha



TABLE I
LORAWAN PACKETS.

Application payload [bytes] Time-on-air [ms]

1 τmin “ 46.336
222 τmax “ 368.896

access scheme is used without any embedded radiolocation

availability, the dotted line plots (6). When using a single

channel, the curve of the radiolocation throughput lies under

the one related to the throughput of a single-gateway Pure

Aloha network: for radiolocation purposes, the probability that

a packet is received by at least 3 gateways (thus allowing

radiolocation) is lower than the probability that packets are

received by at least 1 gateway, as in the classic Pure Aloha

scheme. Nonetheless, the availability of 3 channels makes the

radiolocation throughput being always higher than that related

to a classic Pure Aloha scheme.

Finally, it can be noted that, when τ increases, the through-

put maxima are achieved for lower values of end-device

densities.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

The probability model introduced in the previous section

has been validated through extensive simulation results. In

order to evaluate the performances of LoRaWAN networks in

support to applications for low power radiolocation, realistic

traffic patterns have also been used: devices are subject to duty

cycle limitations, enforced through an M{D{1 queuing policy

implemented on end-devices. In fact, the aim of this section

is both to present such results and to discuss the real impact

of the LoRa technology for modern low power applications.

To validate the theoretical model through wide simulation

campaigns, an ad hoc event-based Python simulator, i.e.,

LoRaWAN-sim, has been developed in a way to mimic large

LoRaWAN deployments, while ensuring processing simplic-

ity. Such an event-based simulator provides an easy way to

tune simulation parameters. With the assumption made in

the previous section, i.e., the distance between two nearby

LoRaWAN gateways is set equal to the transmission range

R, the resulting probability model does not depend on R.

Hence, as shown in Fig. 3, the simulated deployment area

is large „ 10ˆ 10R2: gateways are displaced according to an

hexagonal lattice (drawn with diamonds), while end-devices

are randomly scattered according to a Poisson point process

with some intensity µ (drawn with circles). It has to be noted

that the results discussed hereafter are those related to the

traffic originated by end-devices falling into the inner rectangle

pictured in Fig. 3: this filters out end-devices close to the

borders of the simulation area, since the traffic generated by

such devices will be less prone to collisions, while the model

presented so far assumes an infinite-sized deployment area.

Furthermore, the simulation time Tsim has been fixed to

be one hour long for each scenario, and each end-device

generates on average a packet every 60 seconds according to

0 2 4 6 8 10
0

2

4

6

8

10
Gateway
End-device

Fig. 3. LoRaWAN deployment example.

an exponential distribution with intensity λ “ 1

60
. The time-

on-air τ of all packets exchanged during a simulation and the

number of available channels n are configured before running

any simulation itself.

To picture a general behavior of LoRaWAN networks in

handling radiolocation applications, simulations have been run

by varying the end-device density µ, the number of channels n

and the traffic generation pattern. The latter parameter is varied

by considering two values of time-on-air, τmin and τmax.

To achieve statistical significance, 10 different simulation

per each parameter setting have been run by feeding the

random number generator with 10 different seeds. The results

plotted hereafter represent mean values obtained by averaging

over the 10 simulation repetitions.

The following subsections summarize and discuss the ob-

tained results in terms of throughput and average time between

two radiolocation events.

A. Estimated throughput

During each simulation, statistics are collected and logged

for post-processing purposes. Among them, the number of

packets N r sent by any end-device and received by at least

3 gateways during the whole simulation in the area Asim

bounded by the inner rectangle of Fig. 3 is of utmost impor-

tance for radiolocation purposes. Indeed, the portion π
Asim

N r

represents the average portion of N r packets sent by any end-

device belonging to a surface extended π times an R-sided unit

square area. Multiplying such a portion with the time-on-air

τ , the average amount of time used for useful radiolocation

traffic is obtained. By dividing the latter time value by the

whole simulation duration, the average occupancy of the radio

resource for useful communication is achieved, or, in other

words, the estimated throughput ∆r defined in the following

equation:

∆
r “ πτ

AsimTsim

N r (12)
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Fig. 4 compares the outcome of some simulations with

the theoretical model introduced in the previous section. In

detail, a single channel has been used (n “ 1) and the

exchanged packets have the maximum possible length, i.e.,

characterized by a time-on-air equal to τmax. Substituting the

previous values into (11), the dotted line plots the expected

throughput Γr for increasing values of the density of devices

per unit R2 area. At the same time, the dashed line plots

the values ∆r using (12) in which N r was obtained from

simulations. The two lines overlap completely, confirming

that the probability model introduced in the previous section

correctly describes the throughput of low power radiolocation

in LoRaWAN networks.

In fact, the LoRaWAN technology is based on the exploita-

tion of the 863-870 MHz ISM band in Europe, which has been

policed by ETSI with duty cycle limitations [10]: if the time-

on-air of a LoRaWAN packet sent by a given end-device to

the closest gateways lasts τ seconds, then that end-device is

required to stay silent for the following Toff “ p1{DC ´ 1qτ
seconds, where DC is the duty cycle limitation expressed

as a number comprised in r0, 1s. This limitation shapes the

traffic generated by an end-device according to the service

rate of M{D{1-like queueing systems: the input to the queue

is shaped according to an exponential distribution for the

interarrival time, with average generation rate equal to λ

packets per seconds; the service time is deterministic, so that

the time between the start of transmission of a packet and

that of the following one must at least be 1{DC seconds. In

details, it has been assumed that the buffer has sufficient space

to backlog a single packet, in other words the system simulated
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Fig. 6. Throughput of LoRaWAN networks as function of density (n “ 1,
λ “ 1{60, τ “ τmin).

can be labeled as M{D{1{2 (as also pictured in Fig. 5). Hence,

further simulations have been run by accounting for a duty

cycle limitation of 1%, and related results are plot with a

continuous line in Fig. 4. From graphical inspection, such line

appears as a version of the dashed one (measured throughput

when no duty cycle limitation is applied) stretched along the

abscissa. Since the maximum throughput is achieved for a

given overall traffic offered on the network, such a stretch

is reasonably due to a reduced per-device transmission rate.

Indeed, end-devices will drop some generated packets from

their own buffer according to the M{D{1{2 policy: if the

end-device is backlogged, i.e., a packet is awaiting to be

transmitted at the end of the Toff time, further generated

packets during that time period will be dropped.

If the packet time-on-air and the associated Toff are suf-

ficiently smaller than the average interarrival time associated

to packet generation (i.e., 1{λ), all the curves described so

far are overlapped, as shown in Fig. 6. In details, the three

plots have been obtained for a packet payload size of 1 byte,

i.e., for τ “ τmin, with a single physical channel used for all

communications. Since packets are smaller, it is less likely that

packet generation event will happen during the associated Toff

time. This translates in a lower probability that packets get

backlogged, and even lower and lower probability of dropped

packets. In other words, the probability model introduced in

the previous section very well approximates the measured

throughput in realistic scenarios (i.e., when the duty cycle

limitation is enforced) if τλ ! DC.

It has to be noted that the maximum achievable throughput

is around 0.17 in both Figs. 4 and 6. This value is thus indepen-

dent from both τ and λ. However, for smaller values of τ , the

average occupancy of the radio resource is lower, so that many

more end-devices can be admitted without compromising the

network performances. In more details, when τ “ τmax the

maximum throughput is achieved for µ „ 15 end-devices per

unit R2 area. Interestingly, as verifiable by inspecting Fig. 6,

when τ “ τmin the maximum throughput is achieved for

µ „ 15
τmax

τ“τmin
“ 119 end-devices per unit R2 area.
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Fig. 7. Throughput of LoRaWAN networks as function of density (n “ 3,
λ “ 1{60, τ “ τmax).
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Fig. 8. Throughput of LoRaWAN networks as function of density (n “ 3,
λ “ 1{60, τ “ τmin).

Figs. 7 and 8 plot simulation results obtained in similar con-

ditions to respectively Figs. 4 and 6, but with the availability

of 3 physical channels. Trends of curves are the same, but

the scale of results is different: with 3 channels available, the

maximum throughput and the correspondent density of end-

devices are 3 time as big as the ones measured in the case

of single channel. As matter of fact, the system throughput

performances scale with the available number n of channels.

B. Average time between two radiolocation events

The quality of service of tracking applications relies on the

resulting average time between two consecutive radiolocation

events. For this reason, it is worth introducing the measure sT3

as the average time between two consecutive events of packet

reception by at least 3 gateways; similarly sT1 represents the

average time between two consecutive packet receptions by

at least 1 gateway. Figs. 9 and 10 show the trend of sT3 and
sT1 as function of the density µ of end-devices, respectively

when maximum and minimum packet sizes are used. In both

figures, a single channel has been used for communications,

with λ “ 1{60 (i.e., a packet is generated every 60 seconds

on average). At a glance, these results show that, increasing
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Fig. 9. Time between radiolocation events as function of density (n “ 1,
λ “ 1{60, τ “ τmax).
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Fig. 10. Time between radiolocation events as function of density (n “ 1,
λ “ 1{60, τ “ τmin).

the density of devices, the considered time value increases

according to an exponential law.

Each figure contains four plots: the two ones indicated with

‘x’ markers are related to sT3, while the other two to sT1; the

ones drawn with dashed lines represent simulation results that

do not account for any duty cycle limitation, while the other

ones are related to simulation accounting for a duty cycle

limitation DC “ 1%. Clearly, sT3 is greater than sT1, because

a packet that is received by at least 3 gateways has been

received also by at least 1 gateway, but the opposite is not

true. Furthermore, it has to be pointed out that with smaller

packets (i.e., τ “ τmin, as per Fig. 10) the use of a duty cycle

limitation does not make a difference with respect to the lack

of such a limitation. However, a difference is definitely visible

in Fig. 9 (where τ “ τmax). In details, focusing on the case

of sT3, the two related plots cross over for the same density of

end-devices that make cross also the corresponding throughput

plots of Fig. 4. For densities lower than the crossover point, sT3

is higher when a duty cycle limitation is used, since packet

transmissions are more likely backlogged or dropped, thus,

delayed. Eventually, Figs. 11 and 12 report simulation results
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Fig. 11. Time between radiolocation events as function of density (n “ 3,
λ “ 1{60, τ “ τmax).
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Fig. 12. Time between radiolocation events as function of density (n “ 3,
λ “ 1{60, τ “ τmin).

related to sT3 and sT1 in the case of use of 3 channels.

From the analysis of all the plots related to the average

time between two consecutive radiolocation events when no

duty cycle limitation is applied, it is evident that sT3 is „ 145

seconds in correspondence of the end-device density that

maximizes the throughput. Indeed, sT3 is proportional to the

interarrival time between packet generations, 1{λ, that has

been fixed for all simulations to 60 seconds. As a matter of

fact, when a duty cycle limitation is applied and τ “ τmax,

some generated packets are backlogged or discarded, so that

the effective interarrival time between packets transmitted on

the radio is higher. As a consequence (see Figs. 9 and 11), the

value of sT3 in correspondence of the end-device density that

maximizes the throughput is also higher (i.e., „ 150 seconds).

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, a probabilistic model for radiolocation in

LoRaWAN networks has been proposed. In this model, nodes

are scattered randomly on a plane and base stations are placed

in a deterministic way on intersection points of a tessellation

performed with equilateral triangles. Nodes send radiolocation

packets on a channel using the Aloha access scheme, and for

a packet to be successful, it has to be received by at least three

gateways. For a simplified version of this model without duty-

cycle limitation, a closed form expression for the probability

of success was derived. Extensive simulations were performed

taking into account a more realistic assumption of duty cycle

limitation. The results derived from the analysis match well

the simulation results when the duty cycle is close to zero.

The ongoing work focuses on obtaining theoretical results

for the model with duty cycle limitation. This model will

involve investigation of a network of M{D{1{K queues. For

the future work, more advanced features of the network should

be taken into account. These include mobile nodes and radio

interference from other technologies. These results will be

validated in real scenarios.
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